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Abstract: We use generalized method of moments to estimate a rational expectations aggregate demand–
aggregate supply macroeconomic model for five European economies. Our aim is to examine whether supply or
demand shocks have predominated in the major European economies during the post-war era and whether shocks
of either type have been primarily temporary or permanent in nature. The estimation procedure is an alternative
to estimating and interpreting vector autoregressions under restrictions either of the Bernanke-Sims variety or
the Blanchard-Quah variety or to performing calibration exercises.
We find that all four types of shocks (permanent supply, permanent demand, temporary supply, and
temporary demand) are needed to account for the data on output and inflation. Permanent or temporary demand
shocks have been the dominant source of variance in output growth in four of the five countries, but there is no
consistent pattern for inflation.
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In recent years, a number of authors have used vector autoregressions (VAR’s) to investigate whether 
macroeconomic ﬂuctuations are primarily caused by nominal or real shocks. In this paper, we investigate 
the sources of macroeconomic ﬂuctuations in the major European economies by estimating an aggregate 
demand/aggregate supply model with rational expectations. Our model allows macroeconomic ﬂuctua-
tions to arise from either supply or demand shocks. We also allow the demand and supply shocks to have 
permanent and temporary components that are not separately identiﬁable. A distinctive feature of the 
analysis therefore is that the number of driving shocks exceeds the number of endogenous variables. Nev-
ertheless, we are able to estimate the structural parameters, including the variances of the underlying 
shocks, using generalized method of moments.
The classic paper by Sims (1980) found that nominal shocks were a major source of U.S. ﬂuctuations. 
Sims argued that the exclusion restrictions commonly used to identify parameters in traditional structural 
models were not reasonable under rational expectations. When expectations are rational, all relevant pre-
dictive variables belong in any equation where expectations appear. While a VAR treats all observable 
variables as endogenous, the parameter estimates are very difﬁcult to interpret. As a substitute for exclu-
sion restrictions, Sims assumed that his data could be ordered in a Wold causal chain. Since then, various 
other methods of identifying VAR’s have been proposed.
Blanchard and Watson (1986) identify a VAR by restricting the contemporaneous correlations of the one-
step-ahead forecast errors. They conclude that U.S. ﬂuctuations are due to ﬁscal, monetary, demand, and 
supply shocks, in roughly equal proportions. 
Several other authors have used long-run restrictions to identify VAR’s. After assuming that demand 
shocks have zero long-run impact on output, Blanchard and Quah (1989) ﬁnd that demand shocks are the 
primary source of U.S. ﬂuctuations. By contrast, Shapiro and Watson (1988) ﬁnd evidence that exoge-
nous labor supply shocks drive U.S. ﬂuctuations. King, Plosser, Stock, and Watson (1991), who use a 
combination of long and short-run restrictions to identify their VAR’s, report that nominal shocks have 
little importance and ﬁnd evidence of at least two separate real shocks.
Gali (1992) examines a structural VAR of the IS-LM variety for the US economy. He assumes there are 
four shocks: supply, money demand, money supply, and an IS shock (that is, three types of “demand” 
shocks, and one supply/productivity shock). He identiﬁes parameters through a combination of long-run 
and short-run restrictions. He ﬁnds both types of shocks important, but supply shocks are dominant: 70 
percent of output variability at business cycle frequencies is accounted for by supply shocks. 
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Long-run restrictions on VAR’s of the Blanchard-Quah variety have also been used by Ahmed and Park 
(1994), Bergman (1996), Karras (1994), Bayoumi and Eichengreen (1992) and Whitt (1995) to examine 
evidence on the sources of macroeconomic shocks in other economies. Ahmed and Park focus on seven 
OECD countries, including ﬁve in Europe. They estimate VAR’s with four endogenous variables: home 
country real output, the price level, the balance of trade, and rest-of-world output, proxied by U.S. output. 
They report strong support for one of the propositions of real-business-cycle theory, namely that supply-
side changes explain the bulk of the movements in aggregate output. Bergman studies ﬁve countries, 
including Germany and the United Kingdom, using a bivariate VAR model for output and inﬂation.  
Using variance decompositions, he argues that at a typical business cycle frequency (the ﬁve-year hori-




By contrast, the other three papers ﬁnd results less favorable to real-business-cycle theory. Karras (1994) 
estimates VAR’s for three European countries, two of which (France and the U.K.) were analyzed by 
Ahmed and Park. He uses ﬁve variables: home country output, the price level, employment, the real inter-
est rate, and the world price of oil. He concludes that real business cycle models are inadequate, because 
aggregate demand was responsible for over half of the variability of output at a four-quarter horizon in 
France and Germany, and about 40 percent in the U.K. Bayoumi and Eichengreen (1992) and Whitt 
(1995) estimate VAR’s with two variables, output and prices. Like Karras, they ﬁnd that aggregate 
demand shocks account for a substantial portion of output ﬂuctuations in major European countries.
In this paper, we also estimate a small structural model of output ﬂuctuations for several European coun-
tries. We follow Hartley and Walsh (1992), however, and use a method of moments procedure to identify 
the parameters rather than long-run restrictions of the Blanchard-Quah variety. Our results thus are 
immune from the Lippi and Reichlin (1993) and Faust and Leeper (1994) criticisms of the Blanchard-
Quah approach. In addition, structural modeling of the type proposed by Hartley and Walsh (1992), and 
pursued in this paper, has the advantage of giving the estimated parameters a clear economic interpreta-
tion, something often lacking in VAR analyses.
Hartley and Walsh assumed a structure of supply and demand curves where each curve could be affected 
by more than one shock. When the number of unobserved exogenous shocks exceeds the number of 
observed endogenous variables, the econometrician cannot recover a time series for the shocks from the 




It is debatable whether Bergman's results for Germany are entirely supportive of real-business-cycle theory.  At a three-year 
(12-quarter) horizon, only 35 percent of output variance in Germany is attributable to supply shocks. 
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cess of the shocks. This VARMA representation yields expressions for the contemporaneous and lagged 
variance and covariances of the endogenous variables as a function of the various supply and demand 
elasticities and the variances (and possibly covariances) of the underlying shocks.
An initial estimation chooses parameter values to minimize the sum of squared differences between the 
theoretical second moments and the corresponding sample second moments obtained from the data. A 
second estimation minimizes a weighted sum of squared deviations with weights chosen “optimally” to 
yield a test of the parameter restrictions.
The method of moments estimation used by Hartley and Walsh is closely related to the “calibration 
method” used to evaluate real business cycle models. Whereas the parameters are usually at best just-
identiﬁed in the typical calibration exercise, however, the number of moments ﬁt in the method of 
moments estimation can exceed the number of parameters. The over-identifying restrictions can then be 
tested. The method of moments procedure also allows us to estimate standard errors for the parameter 




Hartley and Walsh (1992) were particularly interested in investigating a possible role for inside money in 
initiating or propagating business cycles. They developed a “non-standard” model that reﬂected various 
institutional features of the U.S. money market, and they applied it solely to U.S. data. By contrast, our 
focus is the relative importance of supply versus demand shocks, and, within each of these categories, 
permanent versus temporary components. We also want to facilitate cross-country comparisons. We 
therefore use a simpler and more common structure than Hartley and Walsh (1992), with only demand 
and supply shocks.
Identiﬁcation of the different shocks is fundamentally based on the idea that demand shocks tend to push 
prices and output in the same direction, while supply shocks push them in opposite directions. Since we 
allow for expectations and lags, and permanent and temporary components of each type of shock, how-
ever, our model can account for more complicated patterns of correlations between prices and output.
We ﬁnd that all four types of shocks (permanent supply, permanent demand, temporary supply, and tem-
porary demand) are needed to account for the data. Permanent demand shocks have been the dominant 




 Another difference is that, in the typical calibration exercise, the model is kept simple enough that each moment is prima-
rily dependent on the values of a small number of key parameters. In the models examined in this paper, and in Hartley and 
Walsh (1992), however, the second moments are complicated functions of the parameters. It is then no longer obvious how 
parameter values should be set so as to optimally match the theoretical second moments to their corresponding sample val-
ues. The main source of this non-linearity is the assumption that expectations are formed rationally. 
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have been about twice as important a source of variance in output growth in Italy, while all four shocks 
have been of roughly equal importance in France. However, permanent supply shocks have been the main 
source of longer run positive autocorrelation in output growth in all countries. In all countries demand 
shocks contribute to longer run negative autocorrelations in output growth.
Inflation variances and autocovariances have been dominated by permanent supply shocks in France. In 
the remaining countries, permanent supply and demand shocks have been of roughly similar importance.




 inﬂation in the data from Germany, 
France, and Italy. These results stand in contrast to the ﬁndings of Cooley and Ohanian (1991, Table 1) 
and Kydland and Prescott (1990, Table 4) for the United States that these covariances are negative at 
nearly all leads and lags. Our parameter estimates imply that in all economies, permanent supply shocks 
have contributed to a negative covariance between output growth and current, lagged, and future inﬂation. 










Temporary shocks have also inﬂuenced the contemporaneous correlations between output growth and 
inﬂation in all countries.
 
2. Integration and co-integration tests
 
There are few a priori theoretical restrictions on the possible number, or stationarity properties, of the 
shocks affecting the macroeconomy. Before developing and estimating the model, therefore, the data 
need to be examined for stationarity and possible co-integration features. The assumed stochastic struc-
ture of the theoretical model then needs to be consistent with the stationarity properties of the data.
Quarterly data on industrial production and producer prices, both seasonally-adjusted, were obtained 
from the IFS or the BIS for the ﬁve largest West European economies – Germany, France, UK, Nether-
lands and Italy. The data are described in more detail in Appendix 2. The well-known augmented Dickey-
Fuller test was applied to the quarterly series, logged, in order to asses the number of unit roots (perma-
nent shocks) in the data. The results are presented in Table 1.
The pattern for Germany is clear: we fail to reject a single unit root in each series, we do reject two unit 
roots in each, and we fail to reject an absence of co-integration. For the other 20 tests, 17 conform to the 
German pattern.
The ﬁrst exception is France (column 1). The test indicates a weak rejection of a single unit root in output 
(the 1 percent critical value is about -3.97), suggesting that the output level might be stationary. 
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The other two exceptions are both in column 4 for the UK and the Netherlands. In these two instances, we 
fail to reject the null hypothesis of two unit roots in the price series at the ﬁve (or even the 10) percent lev-
els. Graphs of the data indicated that for a lengthy period in the middle of the sample (roughly 1973 to 
1981), the mean rate of growth of prices was substantially higher than at other times. We considered using 
dummy variables to create adjusted series, but chose not to do so for two reasons: ﬁrst, such dummy vari-
ables might well remove from the data major supply or demand shocks, and second, we thought it desir-
able to maintain cross-country consistency by using the same pre-ﬁlter for all countries.





 We shall assume one of these shocks is a supply shock and one is demand shock. 


















 temporary and permanent shock. Temporary 
supply shocks could represent the effect of strikes, severe weather or other temporary inﬂuences on 
aggregate production. Permanent supply shocks represent long-lasting shifts in aggregate supply associ-
 




a. Tests were done including zero to eight lags of the dependent variables in order to deal with the possibility of serially-corre-
lated residuals. The test statistics in the table use the speciﬁcation that was the “best” according to the Schwarz criterion, sub-
ject to having residuals with a Ljung-Box Q statistic that failed to reject the null hypothesis of no serial correlation at a 10 
percent or higher signiﬁcance level.
 





b. The 5 percent critical value for each country's unit root tests are given in parentheses below the test statistics in column 1; the 
same critical value also applies to columns 2 to 4. The 5 percent critical values for the Engle-Granger co-integration tests are 
in parentheses below the test statistics in column 5. All critical values were obtained from Mackinnon (1991).
 

























While aggregate demand/aggregate supply models that use the IS-LM framework have been criticized in recent years, 
McCallum (1989, pp. 102-107) argues that if the supply function has classical properties, as is the case in the model in this 















, neither agents in the economy nor the observing econometrician know for sure 










 We initially assume that agents learn the temporary versus permanent 
composition of supply shocks after one period. Later in the paper, we consider a model where agents do 
not know the composition of the supply and demand shocks for two periods.
We also assume supply increases when current prices rise above the rationally expected prices based on 
the previous period’s information. Lucas (1973) provides a justiﬁcation for such an effect when suppliers 
are confused about whether shocks are primarily local (and real) or aggregate (and nominal). Our model 
does not distinguish between local and aggregate shocks, while agents always know the current demand 
and supply shocks. They are confused only about the permanence of those shocks. Nevertheless, we can 
obtain an analog of the Lucas supply curve if we assume suppliers base their expectations on last period’s 
information. Alternatively, Fischer (1977) generates such a supply curve in a model where suppliers pre-
commit to contracts one period in advance.
Finally, we allow supply to be autocorrelated. This could result, for example, from investments that trans-
mit current deviations of supply into future periods. Thus, the aggregate supply curve can be written 













rary component) are assumed to be uncorrelated at all leads and lags and each of them is assumed to be 
independently identically distributed. Because we use GMM for estimation, we do not need to specify a 








. We merely need to assume that both shocks have ﬁnite second 
moments. The same is true of the components of the demand shocks that are speciﬁed below.
We shall assume that the number of integrated random variables among the driving shocks matches the 
number of non-stationary driving shocks indicated by the unit-root and co-integration analysis. The struc-
tural model then must be constructed so that it would yield stationary endogenous variables if the driving 








Brunner, Cukierman and Meltzer (1980) developed a similar theoretical model in which macroeconomic ﬂuctuations arise 
because agents cannot distinguish permanent from temporary shocks.
yt ryt 1 – g pt Et 1 – pt – () st ++ =
st xt et + xt 1 – zt et ++ == 
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We allow the aggregate demand for output to respond negatively to the real interest rate. Following Sieper 
















 that represents shifts in the IS curve. Examples of such shifts are changes in demograph-
ics, ﬁscal policy or export demand. As with aggregate supply, we allow aggregate demand to be autocor-



























 is the interest semi-elasticity of the demand for money.
 
Reduced form aggregate demand curve
 












 equate aggregate supply and aggregate demand for goods and money. 
From the money market equilibrium condition we can conclude that
. (5)
Substitute (5) into the aggregate demand curve (3) to deduce that it can be written:
(6)
Equation (6) can be re-arranged to yield
(7)
As shown in the middle term in (7), shocks to aggregate demand can arise in many ways: besides the real 











, and changes in ﬁnancial intermediation technology among other factors can produce 
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real shocks to money demand w.
We assume neither the public nor the econometrician observe m, w or c. Nevertheless, using y, p, Etpt+1 
and (7) the public can infer the value of the amalgamated demand shock d (deﬁned as  ). 
We can write the aggregate demand curve in terms of prices and the demand shock d alone in the form
(8)
We conduct the subsequent analysis using (8) for the aggregate demand curve. Analogously to the supply 
shock st we assume that the demand shock dt is a combined temporary and permanent shock.
(9)
The shocks n and t are assumed to be independently identically distributed and uncorrelated at all leads 
and lags with each other and with the supply shocks.
We again assume that neither the econometrician nor the agents in the economy know how much of a cur-
rent demand shock is temporary and how much is permanent. Speciﬁcally, while dt is known, the compo-
nents mt-1, nt and tt are not. We again assume, however, that agents learn the temporary versus permanent 
(but not the real versus nominal) composition of dt after one (or, later in the paper, two) period(s).
5. Equilibrium
Using the lag operator L, the aggregate supply curve (1) can be written:
(10)
while the aggregate demand curve (8) can be written
. (11)
Multiplying (10) by (1–yL) and (11) by (1–rL) we deduce that product market equilibrium requires
(12)
Since the composite shocks st and dt are non-stationary, pt is also non-stationary. To solve for the equilib-
rium price and output, we need to manipulate equation (12) to ensure we are working in spaces of station-
ary processes. By adding and subtracting  , equation (12) can be re-arranged to obtain
. (13)
Now observe that pt–Et-1pt = Pt–Et-1Pt is stationary5 while
. (14)
mt wt ct ad ¤ + –
yt yyt 1 – G dt pt – () F Etpt 1 + pt – () ++ =
dt mt tt + mt 1 – nt tt ++ ==
1 rL – () yt g pt Et 1 – pt – () st + =
1 yL – () yt FEtpt 1 + FG + () pt – Gdt + =
1 yL – () g pt Et 1 – pt – () st + [] 1 rL – () F Etpt 1 + FG + () pt – Gdt + []




FEtpt 1 + FG + () 1 rL – () pt – Frpt –1 yL – () st G 1 rL – () dt – gF r – ygL – () pt Et 1 – pt – () + =
1 L – () Etpt 1 + Etpt 1 + Et 1 – pt – Etpt 1 + pt – pt Et 1 – pt – + Et 1 L – () pt 1 + [] pt Et 1 – pt – () + == =9
Thus, differencing (13), we obtain a stochastic difference equation for Pt = (1-L)pt:
(15)
6. Information processing
Individuals know the functional forms of the aggregate demand and supply curves. They also know pt and 
yt, and therefore the values of st and dt, at time t. We assume to begin with, however, they do not know the 
decomposition of st or dt into their components xt, et, mt or tt until period t+1. From these assumptions 
about information, and the form of (15), we deduce that Pt will be a linear function of current and lagged 
z, e, n and t. Since individuals know, at t-1, all shocks dated t-2 or earlier, (Pt-Et-1Pt) will be a linear sum:
(16)
Since individuals know xt-2, mt-2, et-2, tt-2, Dst-1 = zt-1 + et-1 – et-2 and Ddt-1 = nt-1 + tt-1 – tt-2 at t-1, they 






, ,   and . (21)
Observe that a2 = 1–a1 and b2 = 1–b1.
7. ARIMA representations for pt and yt
We deﬁne the inverse of the lag operator by
(22)
where xt is known at time t. Then the equilibrium solution for Pt can be written in terms of current and 
5. Thus, while pt and Et-1pt are both non-stationary, they are co-integrated.
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lagged shocks using the operators L and L-1:
Lemma 1: The equilibrium inﬂation rate Pt satisﬁes the stochastic difference equation:
(23)
for constant coefﬁcients ki0 = pi0, i = 1,…,4, and
, ,    and . (24)
Proof. The left side of (15) can be written
(25)
Also, substitute (17)–(20) into the right side of (16) and then substitute the result into (15).
Now deﬁne F = F/(F+G) and observe that for F and G positive, F < 1. Also, all the shocks on the right 
side of (23) are stationary. The polynomial in L-1 on the left side of (23) can therefore be expanded as a 
geometric series on the right side of (23). Then by using (22), and the fact that the shocks on the right side 
of (23) are independently distributed we can show:
Theorem 1: When the composition of shocks is unknown for one period, equilibrium inﬂation satisﬁes
(26)
where the coefﬁcients pij, i = 1,…,4, j = 0,…,3 satisfy equations (65)–(78) in appendix 1.
Proof. The proof is given in appendix 1.
Comment: Note that the solution (26) is consistent with the unanticipated inﬂation rate given in (16).
Use P1 for the 4´4 matrix of MA coefﬁcients with P1j the jth column of P1, so the 4 polynomials multi-
plying zt = [zt et nt tt]' are the rows of
Then we can write the ARMA(1,3) representation for Pt as:
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From the supply curve (1), (16) and (17)–(20) we obtain an expression for equilibrium output:
Theorem 2: When the composition of shocks is unknown for one period, equilibrium output yt satisﬁes:
(28)
where ki0 = pi0, i = 1,…4 while ki1, i = 1,…4, satisfy (24).
Proof. Substitute (17)–(20) and the right hand side of (16) into the aggregate supply curve (1).
Corollary: The ﬁrst difference of the equilibrium output Yt= Dyt follows an ARMA(1,2) process.6
Proof. Multiply (28) through by (1–L).
If we deﬁne a 4´3 matrix P2 of MA coefﬁcients, we can write the ARMA(1,2) representation for Yt:
. (29)
Appendix 1 then shows how the ARMA representations (27) for Pt = Dpt and (29) Yt = Dyt can be used to 
derive theoretical expressions for the variances and autocovariances of Pt or Yt and the cross covariances 
between current and lagged values of Pt and Yt.
8. Estimating the parameters using GMM
We examined lags up to six quarters for the autocovariances and cross covariances. We expected that this 
would cover a substantial part of typical cyclical ﬂuctuations while leaving us a reasonable sample size 
(from the original roughly 100 to 130 quarters). We thus obtained theoretical expressions for 2 variances 
and 25 covariances of rates of change of equilibrium output and price. There are 9 parameters in these 
expressions. We can write the vector of parameters to be estimated as7
(30)
and we can denote the 27´1 vector of theoretical second moments by q(b).
From the data, we have N observations on trend-corrected and seasonally adjusted quarterly rates of 
6. Since output growth follows a stationary ARMA process, demand or supply shocks cannot permanently affect output 
growth – the coefﬁcients on the permanent shocks must eventually decline to zero. The long run effect of a demand or sup-
ply shock on the level of output, however, is given by the sum of the coefﬁcients in the output growth ARMA, which can be 
non-zero. Buiter (1995, note 13) has argued that the restriction, used by Blanchard and Quah (1989) and others, that 
demand shocks have no long-run real effects, makes sense for nominal, but not real, demand shocks.
7. We estimated standard deviations instead of variances to impose the restriction that the variances are non-negative.
1 rL – () Pt P1 L () zt =




1 rL – () Yt P2 L () zt =
b rygGFs z se sn st ,, ,,, , , , [] =12
change in industrial production and producer prices. Using this data, we calculate 27´N cross products 
corresponding to our 27 theoretical second moments, with one set of cross products for each period n. 
Following the notation of Hansen (1982), we write f(Dxn,b) for the 27´1 vector of differences between the 
sample cross products in period n and the corresponding theoretical second moments in q(b). Under the 
null hypothesis, E[f(Dxn,b)] = 0. We form
, (31)
which, in our case, equals the vector of differences between the empirical second moments and the corre-
sponding theoretical second moments.
Initial estimates   of b are obtained by minimizing the sum of squared errors  .8 Following 
Hansen (1982), Cumby, Huizinga and Obstfeld (1983) and White and Domowitz (1984) we conclude that 




and the matrix S is deﬁned by
. (34)
An estimate of d can be obtained using the least square parameter estimates  :
(35)
Following Newey and West (1987) we estimate S by9
8. In practice, the numerical minimization algorithm worked better when we normalized by re-scaling parameter values and 
dividing   by the sum of squared values of the sample moments. We used a combination of a derivative-based 
quasi-Newton method and the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm to minimize the highly non-linear objective function. The 
simplex algorithm proved more effective at ﬁnding the general region of parameter space where a minimum lies, while the 
derivative-based algorithm was more effective at actually attaining the local minimum to be found in that region. To ensure 
we obtained a global minimum of the objective function, we tried many different starting values for the parameters.
9. In our empirical analysis, we used J = 12.
gN b () 1
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(36)
where w(j,J) = 1-[j/(J+1)] is a linearly declining weighting function and
. (37)
Hansen (1982) shows that the optimal GMM estimator (in the sense that the asymptotic covariance 
matrix of b is as small as possible) is obtained by minimizing a weighted sum of squares10 gN(b)'WgN(b), 
for a symmetric weighting matrix W which is a consistent estimator of S-1. If we let   be the parameter 
vector which minimizes this weighted sum of squares then   will converge in distribution to a 
random vector with mean zero and covariance matrix (d'Sd)-1, which can be estimated by
(38)
Following the suggestion in Hansen (1982), we test the over-identifying restrictions by evaluating
, (39)
which converges in distribution to a chi-square random variable with r-q degrees of freedom where r is 
the number of moment conditions (27 in our case) and q the number of parameters (9 in our case).
By analogy with variance decompositions in VAR’s, we shall use the ﬁnal parameter estimates to decom-
pose the variances and covariances into the components due to each of the underlying shocks. This will 
provide our measure of the relative importance of supply and demand, and temporary and permanent 
shocks in driving output and prices over the sample period.
9. Results for the ﬁrst model
The 27 moments used to estimate the model were the variance of output growth, the contemporaneous 
covariance between output growth and producer-price inﬂation, the variance of inﬂation, each variable’s 
autocovariances up to six quarters, the contemporaneous cross-covariance, and other cross-covariances 
going forward and back up to six quarters. In all countries the sample variance of output growth is greater 
than the variance of inﬂation, but the disparity varies considerably across countries. The ratio of the vari-
ance of output growth to the variance of inﬂation ranges from 4.2 for Germany to 1.4 for Italy.
The pattern of sample cross-covariances warrants discussion. Kydland and Prescott (1990) and Cooley 
10. In effect, the weighting matrix emphasizes those moments that can be estimated more precisely from the data.
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and Ohanian (1991) report negative cross-covariances between ﬁltered prices and output for the United 
States at nearly all leads and lags. This led Kydland and Prescott to call the notion of a positive relation-
ship between prices and output a monetary myth.
For our countries, we ﬁnd somewhat different patterns. The contemporaneous cross-covariance is size-
able and negative for the United Kingdom, but small and positive for France and Italy, and small and neg-
ative for Germany and Netherlands. The cross-covariances between output growth and positive lags of 
inﬂation are consistently negative, thereby conforming to the U.S. pattern: the negative sign means that 
when inﬂation rises, output tends to fall several quarters later. However, the cross-covariances in the other 
direction, between output growth and future (negative lags of) inﬂation, are quite variable: mostly nega-
tive for the United Kingdom and the Netherlands, but mostly positive for the other three countries.11
The least squares estimates of the parameters, and the corresponding minimized value for the (normal-
ized) sum of squares objective function, are presented in Table 2. We deﬁned the parameters so that all 
except the autocorrelation coefﬁcients (r and y) should be positive. If r represents lags in the capital 
accumulation process, however, we would expect it also to be positive. We do require both r and y to be 
less than 1 in absolute value. As with ARIMA models, the same autocorrelation structure can be 
explained either by stationary or non-stationary, and invertible or non-invertible processes. We have elim-
TABLE 2. Least squares parameter estimates
Parameter Germany Germanya
a. We found two sets of estimates for Germany with similar least squares values. While the ﬁrst set had a lower minimized least 
squares objective, the second set a lower weighted least squares objective and lower estimated standard errors.
France U. K. Netherlands Italy
tanh-1(r) 1.1893 1.1799 1.2438 1.5784 1.7080 1.2144
tanh-1(y) 0.4678 0.2483 0.4219 -0.0136 0.3251 0.0198
g 4.2610 3.5385 2.1389 9.2372 3.7430 2.1372
G 0.8208 1.1034 0.2943 0.4533 0.4877 0.6219
tanh-1(F) 0.2464 0.4600 1.4696 -2.9552 1.6942 -3.0595
sz 0.004636 0.004694 0.002508 0.001812 0.001397 0.003311
se 0.005384 0.015243 0.016526 0.060779 0.035365 0.029791
sn 0.014694 0.014690 0.000010 0.043592 0.009277 0.056177
st 0.012309 0.0000003 0.002442 0.000323 0.011721 0.000050
LS objective 0.09150 0.09181 0.13900 0.02689 0.05300 0.08444
11. Several factors may account for the differences between our results and those of Cooley and Ohanian and Kydland and 
Prescott: the countries, the measures of output and inﬂation, and the way the data were ﬁltered all differ. Cooley and 
Ohanian use real GNP and implicit price deﬂators, while Kydland and Prescott use real GNP and two price measures, the 
implicit price deﬂator and consumer price. We use industrial production and producer prices. As for ﬁlters, Kydland and 
Prescott use only the Hodrick-Prescott ﬁlter, while Cooley and Ohanian use three ﬁlters: linear detrending, differencing, 
and the Hodrick-Prescott ﬁlter. We use differencing but in addition we remove a linear trend and seasonal effects.15
inated this identiﬁcation problem by ensuring the numerical algorithm concentrates on stationary and 
invertible representations of the data. Similarly, the coefﬁcient F on the forward operator is required to be 
less than 1 in absolute value.12
We normalized the sum of squared differences between the sample and theoretical second moments by 
dividing by the sum of the squared second moments. The least squares objective function can thus be 
thought of as a type of R2 measure. It tells us the proportion of the “variation” in the second moments that 
the theoretical model explains. Except for France, the estimated model accounts for over 90 percent of the 
variability of the 27 moments.
The minimized value for the least squares objective function was lowest for the UK, highest for France. 
One might conclude that the model performs best for the UK and worst for France, with the other coun-
tries in between. Such a conclusion would be unwarranted, however, since the least squares objective 
function is not the best measure of the ﬁt between the theoretical model and the data. The minimized least 
squares objective function, in common with “calibration” exercises, places greater weight on explaining 
the larger moments (in absolute value). By contrast, the GMM, or weighted least squares procedure, 
places greater weight on explaining the moments that can be estimated more precisely from the data in 
the sense that they have a lower sample variance.
The weighted least squares estimates, together with their standard errors estimated according to (38), are 
presented in Table 3. In all countries, the minimized weighted least squares objective function (39) was 
well below conventional signiﬁcance levels for a chi-squared random variable with 18 degrees of free-
dom. However, the distribution of this statistic in samples as small as ours is unlikely to be chi-squared 
with the hypothesized degrees of freedom.13
While the overall ﬁt appears good, some of the estimated parameter values do not accord with our prior 
expectations, notably the negative estimates of F (and hence F) for Italy and the U.K. Also, some of the 
estimated standard errors are large.
While unexpected parameter estimates, or large standard errors, may indicate an inadequate theoretical 
framework, other factors might also be relevant. While many lag structures could be consistent with the 
basic theoretical framework, we did not adjust the lags in the model to better ﬁt the data.14 Also, the lack 
of a speciﬁed distribution for the shocks may have reduced our ability to obtain tightly estimated standard 
12. We estimated the inverse hyperbolic tangents of F = F/(F+G), r and y to impose the conditions |F|<1, |r|<1 and |y|<1.
13. Burnside and Eichenbaum (1994) examine the small sample properties of GMM estimators.
14. In many studies, lag lengths are chosen ex-post using the Akaike or a similar goodness-of-ﬁt criterion.16
errors. Finally, many of the parameters are unlikely to have been constant over the sample period. We are 
not estimating “deep structural parameters” (arising from a speciﬁcation of relatively stable taste and 
technology functions), and policies and other sources of shocks are likely to have varied over time.
10. An alternative information assumption
A change in the amount of information available to individuals substantially alters equilibrium prices and 
output. To illustrate this, we now assume that agents do not know the decomposition of st or dt into their 
components xt, et, mt or tt until period t+2. In appendix 1, we derive the following analogs to the above 
results for equilibrium prices and output.
TABLE 3. Weighted least squares parameter estimatesa
a. Standard errors are in parentheses below each parameter estimate.
Parameter Germany Germanyb
b. We found two sets of estimates for Germany with similar minimized least squares and weighted least squares values. 




























































































































c. The income elasticity of money demand b and the real interest elasticity of demand a cannot be recovered.
r 0.8328 0.8301 0.8576 0.9207 0.9303 0.8591
y 0.3985 0.1859 0.3871 -0.0105 0.2727 0.0203
F -0.0379 0.2021 0.8787 -0.9934 0.9304 -0.9792
F -0.0319 0.298 2.394 -0.233 6.812 -0.2874
d-1 -0.037 0.253 7.246 -0.498 13.359 -0.495
b+d-1a-1 1.147 0.850 3.027 2.139 1.961 1.72117
Theorem 3: When the composition of shocks is unknown for two periods, equilibrium inﬂation satisﬁes
(40)
where the 18 distinct coefﬁcients pij, i = 1,…,4, j = 0,…,4 (with p10 = p20 and p30 = p40) are given by the 
18 equations (106)–(123) in appendix 1.
Proof. The proof is given in appendix 1.
Thus, under the modiﬁed information assumptions, Pt follows an ARMA(1,4) process. From the supply 
curve (1) and (85) we obtain an expression for equilibrium output:
Theorem 4: When the composition of shocks is unknown for two periods, equilibrium output yt satisﬁes:
(41)
where ki0 = pi0, i = 1,…4 while kij, i = 1,…4, j = 1,2 satisfy (96) and (97).
Multiplying (41) through by (1–L), we conclude that, under the modiﬁed information assumptions, the 
ﬁrst difference of equilibrium output Yt= Dyt follows an ARMA(1,3) process.
The additional MA terms in the ARMA processes for Pt and Yt lead to straightforward modiﬁcations for 
the expressions in appendix 1 for variances and covariances. These have been omitted for brevity.
11. Results for the alternative model
The least squares parameter estimates for the alternative model are presented in Table 4. In all countries 
the minimized least squares objective function is lower in Table 4 than in Table 2, although the differ-
TABLE 4. Least squares parameter estimates for the alternative model
Parameter Germany France U. K. Netherlands Italy
tanh-1(r) 1.1955 1.2388 1.5784 1.5621 1.2463
tanh-1(y) 0.5572 0.6068 -0.0138 0.1615 0.4961
g 4.3078 3.0906 9.1982 3.8273 2.9563
G 0.7203 0.2368 0.4534 0.7632 0.2877
tanh-1(F) 0.0796 1.3356 -2.2358 1.2361 -0.1399
sz 0.004598 0.002595 0.001812 0.001851 0.003008
se 0.007858 0.006755 0.061102 0.035266 0.006369
sn 0.014554 0.006578 0.043581 0.016609 0.054067
st 0.016308 0.058139 0.000048 0.000002 0.068094
LS objective 0.09126 0.13736 0.02689 0.05283 0.08388








ences are slight. This could reﬂect the fact that the alternative model has additional MA terms for equilib-
rium inﬂation and output growth, although these additional terms are constrained to be functions of the 
same number of underlying parameters.
The weighted least squares estimates are in Table 5. These are below the corresponding minimized values 
of the weighted least squares objective function in Table 3 only for France and the UK. Nevertheless, the 
differences are again small.
It is comforting that in many cases, the estimated parameters in Table 5 are quite similar to the ones in 
Table 3, suggesting that the speciﬁcation of the length of the information lag does not make a huge differ-
ence. The most notable changes are in Italy and the UK, where the alternative speciﬁcation leads to the 
TABLE 5. Weighted least squares parameter estimatesa for the alternative model
a. Standard errors are in parentheses below each parameter estimate.








































































































b. The income elasticity of money demand b and the real interest elasticity of demand a cannot be recovered.
r 0.8343 0.8559 0.9207 0.9064 0.8692
y 0.4813 0.5570 -0.0268 0.1478 0.4779
F -0.3516 0.8375 0.1930 0.807 0.1490
F -0.1957 1.2890 0.1113 3.318 0.0459
d-1 -0.2601 5.1540 0.2392 4.181 0.1751
b+d-1a-1 1.329 3.999 2.150 1.260 3.81819
expected positive values for F and F. By contrast, for Germany the alternative speciﬁcation leads to 
counter-intuitive negative values for F and F, as in the ﬁrst column of Table 3. As for France and the 
Netherlands, the results in Table 5 are preferable to those in Table 3 because various parameters are more 
tightly estimated in Table 5. Accordingly, in the subsequent discussion, we shall take the second model 
from Table 3 for Germany but the models from Table 5 for the remaining countries.
12. Discussion of the preferred models for each country
For convenience, the parameter estimates in the preferred models for each country are repeated in 
Table 6. Figures 1–5 graph, for the preferred models for each country, the ﬁt between the sample and the 
estimated moments, the decomposition of each of the moments into the components arising from each 
type of shock, and the implied impulse response functions from each type of shock.
The ﬁt between the sample moments and the weighted least squares theoretical moments is presented in 
the upper left chart of Figures 1–5. The graphs indicate a reasonably close ﬁt between the theoretical and 
sample moments for all countries. The most difﬁcult problem seemed to be matching the autocovariances 
of output growth. In all countries, some autocovariances of output growth were positive, while at other 
lags they were negative. The estimated models generally could not match such patterns well.
The most consistent and tightly-estimated parameter is r, the autocorrelation coefﬁcient in the aggregate 
supply curve. Apparently the data are indicating that supply disturbances, whether temporary or perma-
nent, exhibit strong persistence. By contrast, the autocorrelation coefﬁcient in aggregate demand (y) 
implies moderate persistence in France and Italy, weak persistence in Germany and the Netherlands and 
no persistence at all in the UK.
TABLE 6. Parameter estimates for the preferred model for each country
Parameter Germany France U. K. Netherlands Italy
r 0.8301 0.8559 0.9207 0.9064 0.8692
y 0.1859 0.5570 -0.0268 0.1478 0.4779
g 3.6006 2.7966 10.140 3.6867 3.2231
G 1.1765 0.2501 0.4651 0.7935 0.2619)
F 0.298 1.2890 0.1113 3.318 0.0459
F 0.2021 0.8375 0.1930 0.8070 0.1490
sz 0.004467 0.002515 0.001751 0.001872 0.002272
se 0.015464 0.002264 0.062086 0.033705 0.006335
sn 0.015676 0.011677 0.037835 0.017061 0.050400
st 1.4e-08 0.047338 1.5e-06 1.9e-09 0.068144
d-1 0.253 5.1540 0.2392 4.181 0.1751
b+d-1a-1 0.850 3.999 2.150 1.260 3.81820
The estimated elasticities of supply with respect to unexpected inﬂation, g, are all of the hypothesized 
positive sign. The inverse of g can be interpreted as the slope coefﬁcient in an expectations-augmented 
Phillips curve. The estimates appear reasonable for all countries except the U.K.
The effect of expected future shocks on current output and prices is determined by F = F/(F+G). While 
the estimates of F appear reasonable for all countries in so far as they are all between zero and one, the 
combined estimates of F and G imply unreasonably low interest semi-elasticities of money demand (d-1) 
for Germany, the UK and Italy. On the other hand, the estimates of G for all countries except Germany 
can accommodate an income elasticity of money demand (b) of around unity.
The estimated standard deviations of the shocks suggest that temporary demand shocks have been rele-
vant only in France and Italy, where they have been the largest type of shock. Permanent demand shocks 
appear to have been relatively large in all countries, but particularly so in Italy and the U.K. On the other 
hand, temporary supply shocks have tended to exceed permanent supply shocks in all countries except 
France, where the estimated standard errors are similar. The temporary supply shocks are estimated to be 
substantially larger than the permanent ones in Germany, the UK and the Netherlands. The estimated 
standard error of permanent supply shocks is more similar across the economies than is the case for any 
of the other shocks. The similarity in size of permanent supply shocks across economies might suggest 
that the economies have faced common technology, oil price or other permanent supply shocks.
The relative contributions of the different shocks to variances, autocovariances and cross-covariances in 
output growth and inﬂation depend not only on the estimated standard errors of the shocks but also on the 
autoregressive and moving average coefﬁcients. In the VAR literature, the traditional way to present the 
information contained in the estimated coefﬁcients is to graph the impulse response functions. Using the 
parameter estimates in Table 6 we can calculate the effects on Y and P of a unit shock to z, e, n or t. The 
resulting impulse response functions for a period of 12 quarters (3 years) are graphed for each country in 
the ﬁnal two panels of Figures 1 through 5.
In all countries, permanent supply shocks have the longest lasting effects on output growth, with the peak 
positive effects occurring after a two or three quarter lag. The effects of the remaining shocks on output 
growth are negligible beyond two or three quarters after the period of the shock. Permanent supply shocks 
also have the longest lasting effects on inﬂation, although permanent demand shocks also have a cumula-
tive positive impact on inﬂation in all countries.
The cumulative effects of shocks on output growth and inﬂation can also be interpreted as long run effects 
on the output and price levels. From the sums of the impulse responses in Figures 1 through 5, and using 21
the fact that subsequent coefﬁcients will decline exponentially from the ﬁnal coefﬁcients at lag 12, we can 
conclude that only permanent supply shocks will have a long run positive impact on output. The long run 
effects of the remaining shocks are all effectively zero. Furthermore, the long run effects of permanent 
demand shocks on the price level are very close to unity in all countries. This suggests that the permanent 
demand shocks we are estimating are predominantly nominal in character. Permanent supply shocks have 
a substantial negative impact on the long run price level in all countries.
The middle panels of Figures 1 through 5 graph the contribution of each shock to the variances and auto-
covariances of Y and P and the contemporaneous and lagged covariances between Y and P. These are not 
variance decompositions as usually derived and discussed in the VAR literature. Instead of presenting the 
proportion of forecast error variances resulting from each shock, the ﬁgures simply decompose the differ-
ent variances and covariances into the components coming from each type of shock. In the ﬁgures, verti-
cal bars give the contribution by the four types of shock to each variance or covariance.  In all cases the 
bars are ordered, from left to right, as follows: permanent supply shocks (z), temporary supply shocks (e), 
permanent demand shocks (n), and temporary demand shocks (t).  In some cases (usually involving the 
temporary shocks) a bar is so small relative to the others that it is not visible on the chart.
In four out of ﬁve countries, demand shocks (either permanent or temporary) are the predominant source 
of variance in output growth. In Germany, the UK and the Netherlands, permanent demand shocks are the 
largest contributor to variance in output growth. While these shocks are also an important source of out-
put growth variance in Italy, temporary demand shocks are about twice as important. In France, all four 
shocks contribute a roughly similar amount to the variance of output growth.
The variance of inﬂation shows no consistent pattern. In Germany and especially Italy, the variance of 
inﬂation is predominantly attributable to permanent demand shocks, while in France and the UK, perma-
nent supply shocks are more important. In the Netherlands, temporary supply shocks are the largest 
source of variance in inﬂation.
As for the patterns of autocorrelation in output growth and inﬂation, inspection of the upper-left charts in 
Figures 1-5 shows that in most cases, inﬂation is more serially-correlated than output growth. The charts 
of decompositions show that our model accounts for these patterns by having both permanent supply and 
demand shocks contributing to positive autocovariances of inﬂation, whereas in the case of output 
growth, the two permanent shocks have tended to offset one another, at least at the longer lags. In partic-
ular, at the longer lags (and sometimes at all non-zero lags) the permanent supply shocks contribute 
toward positive autocorrelation of output growth, but permanent demand shocks contribute toward nega-22
tive autocorrelation.
As discussed earlier, the cross-covariances between output growth and current or future inﬂation are 
small and variable (sometimes positive, sometimes negative). By contrast, the cross-covariances between 
output growth and past inﬂation are consistently negative and relatively large. Our estimated model 
largely attributes this difference to a switch in the sign of the effect of permanent demand shocks.15 In all 
countries, permanent supply shocks are an important contributor to negative covariance between Y and P 
at all leads and lags. Permanent demand shocks tend to reinforce the effect of permanent supply shocks in 
the case of covariances between Y and lagged values of P, but they tend to have an offsetting positive 
effect on covariances between Y and current or future values of P.
We do not present time series of the driving shocks for each country since the sample values of these 
shocks are not identiﬁed. We have four driving shocks, but only two endogenous variables (output and 
prices). As we remarked in the introduction, an advantage of the method of moments procedure used in 
this paper is that the number of driving shocks can exceed the number of endogenous variables.
13. Concluding remarks
This paper uses a method of moments procedure to estimate an aggregate demand/aggregate supply 
model with rational expectations for various European economies. The results indicate that permanent 
demand shocks are the predominant source of variance in output growth in most of these economies 
(France is the exception) though permanent supply shocks have important effects on covariance patterns, 
while the temporary shocks are also signiﬁcant in France and Italy. Permanent supply shocks are also 
very signiﬁcant determinants of the variance and autocorrelation in inﬂation.
14. Appendix 1
Proof of Theorem 1
For convenience, we rewrite the equation (23) that is to be solved for the equilibrium inﬂation rate Pt as:
15. Temporary supply shocks contribute to the negative contemporaneous covariance between output growth and inﬂation in all 
countries, but affect other lead or lag covariances only in France, and even then only slightly. In Italy, temporary demand 
shocks are an important contributor to covariance between output growth and inﬂation at a number of leads and lags.23
(42)





Since the stochastic processes are now stationary, we can use (43)–(46) to invert (1–FL-1) on the right 

















FG + () 1 FL 1 – – () 1 rL – () Pt G 1 rL – () n t tt tt 1 – – + () 1 yL – () z t et et 1 – – + () –






1 FL 1 – –
------------------- zti – zti – F + zti –1 + ¼ Fia1 zt et + () ++ =
1
1 FL 1 – –
------------------- eti – eti – Feti –1 + ¼ Fia2 zt et + () ++ + =
1
1 FL 1 – –
------------------- nti – nti – F + nti –1 + ¼ Fib1 nt t + () ++ =
1
1 FL 1 – –
------------------- tti – tti – Ftti –1 + ¼ Fib2 nt tt + () ++ + =
FG + () p 10 1 yF – () 1 a2F – () – q0 q1 – F q2F2 + () k 10a1 k20a2 + () k 11a1 k21a2 + () F + [] – =
FG + () p 11 yq 1 q2F – () k 10 q0 q1 – F q2F2 + () k 11 – + =
FG + () p 12 q1k11 q2 k10 k11F + () – =
FG + () p 13 q2k11 – =
FG + () p 20 1 yF – () 1 a2F – () – q0 q1 – F q2F2 + () k 10a1 k20a2 + () k 11a1 k21a2 + () F + [] – =
FG + () p 21 1 y 1 F – () q 1 q2F – () k 20 q0 q1 – F q2F2 + () k 21 – ++ =
FG + () p 22 yq + – 1k21 q2 k20 k21F + () – =
FG + () p 23 q2k21 – =
FG + () p 30 G 1 rF – () 1 b2F – () q 0 q1 – F q2F2 + () k 30b1 k40b2 + () k 31b1 k41b2 + () F + [] – =
FG + () p 31 rG – q1 q2F – () k 30 q0 q1 – F q2F2 + () k 31 – + =
FG + () p 32 q1k31 q2 k30 k31F + () – =
FG + () p 33 q2k31 – =
FG + () p 40 G 1 rF – () 1 b2F – () q 0 q1 – F q2F2 + () k 30b1 k40b2 + () k 31b1 k41b2 + () F + [] – =
FG + () p 41 G – rG –1 F – () q 1 q2F – () k 40 q0 q1 – F q2F2 + () k 41 – + =
FG + () p 42 rG q + 1k41 q2 k40 k41F + () – =
FG + () p 43 q2k41 – =24
Now use ki0 = pi0, and expressions (24) for ki1, to ﬁnd:
(63)
(64)
















To obtain the autocovariances of Pt or Yt, ﬁrst solve for the covariances between Pt or Yt and the ﬁrst three 
lags of zt' = [Dst ht Ddt wt]. Multiply (27) and (29) by each shock and take expectations to obtain two 4´3 
matrices N1 and N2 of covariances.16 For example, write the covariances of Pt with zt, zt-1, zt-2, zt-3 as
 (79)
where the coefﬁcient matrices Ni are given by (80):
16.  For notational convenience, we extend P2 with a column of zeros so both P1 and P2 are 4´4.
k11a1 k21a2 + p11 p21 – () a2a1 p11 p21 – () a1a2 –0 ==
k31b1 k41b2 + p31 p41 – () b2b1 p31 p41 – () b1b2 –0 ==
FGq 0 q1 – F q2F2 + ++ () p 10 FGq 0 q1 – F q2F2 ++ + () p 20 1 yF – () 1 a2F – () – ==
FGa2 q0 q1 – F q2F2 + () ++ [] p 11 yq 1 q2F – () p 10 q0 q1 – F q2F2 + () p 21a2 ++ =
FGa1 q0 q1 – F q2F2 + () ++ [] p 21 y 1 yF – () q 1 q2F – () p 10 q0 q1 – F q2F2 + () p 11a1 ++ + =
FG + () p 12 q1 q2F – () p 11 p21 – () a2 q2p10 – =
FG + () p 22 yq 1 q2F – () p 11 p21 – () – – a1 q2p10 – =
FG + () p 13 q2 p11 p21 – () a2 – =
FG + () p 23 q2 p11 p21 – () a1 =
FGq 0 q1 – F q2F2 + ++ () p 30 FGq 0 q1 – F q2F2 ++ + () p 40 G 1 rF – () 1 b2F – () ==
FGb2 q0 q1 – F q2F2 + () ++ [] p 31 rG – q1 q2F – () p 30 q0 q1 – F q2F2 + () p 41b2 ++ =
FGb1 q0 q1 – F q2F2 + () ++ [] p 41 rG – G –1 rF – () q 1 q2F – () p 30 q0 q1 – F q2F2 + () p 31b1 ++ =
FG + () p 32 q1 q2F – () p 31 p41 – () b2 q2p30 – =
FG + () p 42 rG q1 q2F – () – p31 p41 – () b1 q2p30 – =
FG + () p 33 q2 p31 p41 – () b2 – =
FG + () p 43 q2 p31 p41 – () b1 =











Now multiply (27) and (29) by lagged values of Pt or Yt and take expectations to ﬁnd:
(81)
where   is the variance of the jth component of z,   (of  dimension  4´1) is the transpose of the jth row 
of Pi and, if we use   for the (j,k)-th element of Ni, the 7´4 matrices Mij are deﬁned by:
(82)
Finally, multiply (27) by (29), (27) by Yt-1, …, Yt-6, and (29) by Pt-1, …, Pt-6 and take expectations to get 







1 r – 00000
r – 100000
0 r – 10000
00 r – 1000
000 r – 100








































YP cov Yt Ptk – , () = gk
PY cov Pt Ytk – , () =26
(83)
where 
Proof of Theorem 3
The equation to be solved for the equilibrium inﬂation rate Pt can now be written as:
(84)
Equilibrium Pt will again be a linear function of current and lagged z, e, n and t, but it will now involve 
an additional lag. In particular, in place of (16), (P t –Et-1Pt) will now be a linear sum involving two lags:
(85)
1 r2 + r – r – 0000000000
r – 100000000000
r – 010000000000
0 r – 01000000000
00 r – 0100000000
000 r – 010000000
0000 r – 01000000
00000 r – 0100000
000000 r – 010000
0000000 r – 01000
00000000 r – 0100
000000000 r – 010























































H0 diag P1 P2' × [] = H1
YP diag N1 : 1:3 , () P 2 : 2:4 , () ' × [] = H1
PY diag N2 : 1:3 , () P 1 : 2:4 , () ' × [] =
H2
YP diag N1 : 1:2 , () P 2 : 3:4 , () ' × [] =
H3
YP diag N1 :1 , () P 2 :4 , () ' × [] =
H2
PY diag N2 : 1:2 , () P 1 : 3:4 , () ' × [] =
H3
PY diag N2 :1 , () P 1 :4 , () ' × [] =
FG + () 1 FL 1 – – () 1 rL – () Pt G 1 rL – () n t tt tt 1 – – + () 1 yL – () z t et et 1 – – + () –
q0 q1L – q2L2 + [] Pt Et 1 – Pt – []
– =
Pt Et 1 – Pt – p10zt p20et p30nt p40tt p11 zt 1 – Et 1 – zt 1 – – () p 21 et 1 – Et 1 – et 1 – – ()
p31 nt 1 – Et 1 – nt 1 – – () p 41 tt 1 – Et 1 – tt 1 – – () p 12 zt 2 – Et 1 – zt 2 – – () p 22 et 2 – Et 1 – et 2 – – ()
p32 nt 2 – Et 1 – nt 2 – – () p 42 tt 2 – Et 1 – tt 2 – – ()
++++ +
++++





Since at t-1 individuals now know xt-3, mt-3, et-3, tt-3, Dst-2 = zt-2 + et-2 – et-3, Dst-1 = zt-1 + et-1 – et-2, 
Ddt-2 = nt-2 + tt-2 – tt-3 and Ddt-1 = nt-1 + tt-1 – tt-2, they effectively observe zt-2 + et-2, zt-1 + et-1 – et-2, 









where the coefﬁcients aij and bij satisfy17
(94)
. (95)
Substituting (86)–(93) into (85) we also deduce that kji and pji, i = 1,2 are related by the equations:
(96)
17. Note that equations (94) and (95) imply that a31 + a41 = 0, b31 + b41 = 0, a32 + a42 = 1 and b32 + b42 = 1.
Et 1 – zt 1 – a11 zt 1 – et 1 – et 2 – – + () a12 zt 2 – et 2 – + () + =
Et 1 – et 2 – a21 zt 1 – et 1 – et 2 – – + () a22 zt 2 – et 2 – + () + =
Et 1 – zt 2 – a31 zt 1 – et 1 – et 2 – – + () a32 zt 2 – et 2 – + () + =
Et 1 – et 2 – a41 zt 1 – et 1 – et 2 – – + () a42 zt 2 – et 2 – + () + =
Et 1 – nt 1 – b11 nt 1 – tt 1 – tt 2 – – + () b12 nt 2 – tt 2 – + () + =
Et 1 – tt 1 – b21 nt 1 – tt 1 – tt 2 – – + () b22 nt 2 – tt 2 – + () + =
Et 1 – nt 2 – b31 nt 1 – tt 1 – tt 2 – – + () b32 nt 2 – tt 2 – + () + =

















































1 a11 – a21 – a31 – a41 –
a11 –1 a21 – a31 – a41 –
a12 – a22 –1 a32 – a42 –




















Also note that, since the combination of shocks zt + et – et-1 is known at t:
(104)
. (105)
Similar expressions can be derived for the demand shocks.
The operator (1–FL-1) can again be inverted on the right side of (84), allowing us to deduce that equilib-
rium Pt will indeed be given by (40) so long as the pij coefﬁcients satisfy the following system of equa-
tions (with matrices A and B deﬁned in (96) and (97)).





1 b11 – b21 – b31 – b41 –
b11 –1 b21 – b31 – b41 –
b12 – b22 –1 b32 – b42 –












1 FL 1 – –
------------------- zti – zti – F + zti –1 + ¼ Fi 2 – zt 2 –





1 FL 1 – –
------------------- eti – eti – Feti –1 + ¼ Fi 2 – et 2 –





1 FL 1 – –
------------------- zt 1 – a31 zt et et 1 – – + () a32 zt 1 – et 1 – + () + Fa 11 zt et et 1 – – + () a12 zt 1 – et 1 – + () + [] + =
1
1 FL 1 – –
------------------- et 1 – a41 zt et et 1 – – + () a42 zt 1 – et 1 – + () + Fa 21 zt et et 1 – – + () a22 zt 1 – et 1 – + () + [] + =
1
1 FL 1 – –
------------------- zt a11 zt et et 1 – – + () a12 zt 1 – et 1 – + () + =
1
1 FL 1 – –
------------------- et a21 zt et et 1 – – + () a22 zt 1 – et 1 – + () + =
1
1 FL 1 – –
------------------- zt et et 1 – – + () z t et et 1 – – Fa 21 zt et et 1 – – + () a22 zt 1 – et 1 – + () + [] – + =
1
1 FL 1 – –






Similarly, p30 = p40, and Pd = [p31 p41 p32 p42] satisfy the ﬁve simultaneous equations:
q0 q1F – q2F2 + () P s'A'
a31 a11F +
a41 a21F +
a31 a11F + () F
a41 a21F + () F
FG q 0 q1F – q2F2 + () a11 a21 + () ++ [] p 10 +
1 yF – () 1 a21F – () – =
q0 q1F – q2F2 + () P s'A'
a32 a12F +
a42 a22F +
a32 a12F + () F
a42 a22F + () F
q0 a12 a22 + ()
q1 q2F – () 1 a12 a22 + () F + []
– {
}p10 FG + () p 11
+
+ y a22F 1 yF – () + =
q0 q1F – q2F2 + () P s'A'
a32 a31 – a12 a11 – () F +
a42 a41 – a22 a21 – () F +
a32 a31 – a12 a11 – () F + [] F
a42 a41 – a22 a21 – () F + [] F
q0 a12 a22 a11 – a21 – + ()
q1 q2F – () 1 a12 a22 a11 – a21 – + () F + []
– {
}p10 FG + () p 21
+
+
1 y 1 F – () a22 a21 – () F 1 yF – () ++ =
Ps'A'
q1 q2F – () –
0
q0 q1F – q2F2 + ()
0
q2p10 FG + () p 12 ++ 0 =
Ps'A'
0
q1 q2F – () –
0
q0 q1F – q2F2 + ()






The remaining p coefﬁcients satisfy the following equations that are separable from the above systems:
q0 q1F – q2F2 + () P d'B'
b31 b11F +
b41 b21F +
b31 b11F + () F
b41 b21F + () F
FG q 0 q1F – q2F2 + () b11 b21 + () ++ [] p 30 +
G 1 rF – () 1 b21F – () =
q0 q1F – q2F2 + () P d'B'
b32 b12F +
b42 b22F +
b32 b12F + () F
b42 b22F + () F
q0 b12 b22 + ()
q1 q2F – () 1 b12 b22 + () F + []
– {
}p30 FG + () p 31
+
+ Gr – Gb22 – F 1 rF – () =
q0 q1F – q2F2 + () P d'B'
b32 b31 – b12 b11 – () F +
b42 b41 – b22 b21 – () F +
b32 b31 – b12 b11 – () F + [] F
b42 b41 – b22 b21 – () F + [] F
q0 b12 b22 b11 – b21 – + ()
q1 q2F – () 1 b12 b22 b11 – b21 – + () F + []
– {
}p30 FG + () p 41
+
+
G – rG –1 F – () G b22 b21 – () – F 1 rF – () =
Pd'B'
q1 q2F – () –
0
q0 q1F – q2F2 + ()
0
q2p30 FG + () p 32 ++ 0 =
Pd'B'
0
q1 q2F – () –
0
q0 q1F – q2F2 + ()












q1 q2F – () –
0





q1 q2F – () –
















q1 q2F – () –
0





q1 q2F – () –












FG + () p 44 +0 =32
15. Appendix 2 - data sources
The data for this paper were obtained from the International Monetary Fund’s International Financial Sta-
tistics (IFS) or from the BIS. In the case of West Germany, industrial production was taken from the BIS, 
series SBBBDE91, and producer prices were also taken from the BIS, series VBBBDE02; data were 
available from 1962 through 1994. In the cases of the Netherlands and the United Kingdom, data were 
taken from IFS (line numbers 66××c and 63), and data were available from 1960 through 1994. For Italy, 
data were taken from IFS and were available from 1960 through the third quarter of 1993. For France, 
data on industrial production were taken from IFS, while data on producer prices were taken from the 
BIS, series VBNBFR02; data were available from 1970 through 1994.
There were several reasons for our choice of quarterly data. First, preliminary analysis of the data for our 
largest economy, Germany, showed that after conversion to logs, ﬁrst differencing and removal of a trend, 
the output series contained considerable month-to-month negative autocorrelation. In our view, this 
month-to-month negative correlation represents the effects of weather, changes in the number of working 
days per month as we go from year to year, and perhaps measurement error, and not the business cycle 
phenomena that are our focus. Second, we expect the lags involved in business cycle ﬂuctuations to last 
more than a year and perhaps several years. However, the computational burden of ﬁtting long lags is 
increased when monthly data are used and there are many more autocorrelations and cross correlations to 
be ﬁt. Third, in the case of France, the only consistent data series on producer prices that covered the 
period we wished to focus on was not available on a monthly basis. And ﬁnally, using quarterly data 
makes it easier to make comparisons with the results in Cooley and Ohanian (1991) and Kydland and 
Prescott (1990).
As discussed in the text, unit-root tests indicated that the log of the raw series contained a single unit root; 
accordingly, all the series were ﬁrst-differenced. To further ensure stationarity, each differenced series 
was regressed onto a constant, a linear trend, and seasonal dummies, and the residuals from these regres-
sions were used as our measures of output and prices in the manufacturing sector.
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